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Introduction

Company’s vision and direction

The company’s founders

Gottlieb Daimler and Carl Benz
made history with the invention
of the automobile in the year 1886.

As a pioneer of automotive
engineering, Daimler continues to
shape the future of mobility today:
The Group’s focus is on innovative
and green technologies as well as on
safe and superior automobiles that
appeal and fascinate. Daimler
consequently invests in the
development of alternative drive
trains with the long-term goal of
emission-free driving: from hybrid
vehicles to electric vehicles powered
by battery or fuel cell. Furthermore,
the company follows a consistent
path towards accident free driving
and intelligent connectivity all the
way to autonomous driving. This is
just one example of how Daimler
willingly accepts the challenge of
meeting its responsibility towards
society and the environment.
Daimler sells its vehicles and services
in nearly all the countries of the world
and has production facilities in Europe,
North and South America, Asia,
and Africa.

Daimler AG is one of the world’s most
successful automotive companies.
With its divisions Mercedes-Benz Cars,
Daimler Trucks, Mercedes-Benz Vans,
Daimler Buses and Daimler Financial
Services, the Daimler Group is one
of the biggest producers of premium
cars and the world’s biggest
manufacturer of commercial vehicles
with a global reach. Daimler Financial
Services provides financing, leasing,
fleet management, insurance,
financial investments, credit cards,
and innovative mobility services.
Our claim is to develop the safest,
most comfortable and most efficient
vehicles in the world for our
customers and to manufacture them
in top quality in our worldwide
manufacturing plants. We adapt
the design and specification of our
vehicles as needed to specific
customer requirements in different
markets.

At the same time, we continue to
conduct research that underpins our
claim to leadership in the automotive
industry with constantly new
innovations. As the inventor of the
automobile, Mercedes-Benz invests,
for example, in the development of
alternative drive systems such as
electric vehicles or plug-in hybrid
technology. In addition, we are
advancing the research into
autonomous driving cars significantly.
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CEO’s Message
The Thai automotive industry is
currently facing unprecedented
challenges as a result of the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic and there have
been marked changes in the
lifestyles of customers. The way we
do our business has also changed,
but it remains just as important as
ever for Mercedes-Benz (Thailand) to
be fully committed to our visions and
values.
First and foremost, our promise
remains the same: we will always
build the world’s most stylish and
desirable cars. By the word
“desirable,” we mean luxury,
sustainability, transformation,
responsibility, and integrity.

“Luxury”
Luxury has always been part of our
DNA. We always think and act like a
luxury brand. It is who we are, and it
is what we do best. And all our
products and services at every
touchpoint, coupled with an
enhanced digital experience, that we
bring to our customers are
reflections of that philosophy.

Mercedes-Benz (Thailand) Ltd.

“Sustainability”
We initiated the Charge to Change
social movement in 2020 to show our
strong commitment and contribution to
the environment and the wellbeing of
all Thais through our continued innovations. That is a definition of
sustainability for us.

On behalf of Mercedes-Benz (Thailand),
I can say with confidence that the
luxury car market will always be a
driving force for Thai economy. And as
we move forward, Mercedes-Benz will
remain an important part of that force
in years to come.

“Transformation”
Transformation means Mercedes-Benz will
always be adaptable to any unforeseen
challenges as we continue looking
forward and staying one step ahead of
global trends and developments.

“Responsibility”
As much as we have a responsibility to
our stakeholders, we also have full
responsibility to the country where we
operate and do our business. That is
why we respect the rules and
regulations of the Thai government.

Roland Folger

President & CEO
Mercedes-Benz (Thailand) Ltd.

“Integrity”
And lastly, our integrity means doing
the right thing through abiding by our
values and our corporate principles,
which is a philosophy that translates
into every detail of everything we do.
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Years of
Innovation

Mercedes-Benz is the leader in green innovations. More than 600 patent applicants for electric powertrains have been made
since 1960. The source of Mercedes-Benz’s profusion of innovations is its global R&D network of more than 18,800 experts
from a wide range of disciplines. The researchers work hard to contribute to improvements in efficiency and safety, and
decrease the environmental impacts of all new vehicles from the marque. The advanced and environmentally friendly innovation
and technologies are the offspring of its engineering team’s inexorable and unrelenting development. Looking back, each year
has seen a memorable step of our determination to invent the best for the future. Mercedes-Benz’s Years of Innovation can
possibly be divided into 3 different categories: Emission-free Driving, Accident-free Driving and Powertrain Technology.
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Emission-free
Driving

1 Emission-free Driving
.

As an automobile manufacturer, Mercedes-Benz engineers are also committed to developing eco-friendly
innovations for a sustainable future, aiming to minimize both fuel consumption and exhaust emissions
levels.

1900

1960

1980

2000

2010

1902

1969

1982

2006

2010

In 1902, hybrid drive is a pioneering
technology that scores its first
success when the Mercedes Simplex
28 hp with a series hybrid drive wins
the Exelberg Hill Climb near Vienna.
At the wheel is Ferdinand Porsche,
later a chief designer for Daimler,
the man behind the development of
electric wheel drive.

1906
In 1906, Mercedes-Benz is the first
European automobile manufacturer
to use hybrid and the first model was
produced this year. It used a petrol
engine and a dynamo that drove two
rear wheel hub motors. Hybrid
technology developments at
Mercedes-Benz aim to improve fuel
consumption and reduce CO2
emissions. The ultimate goal is to
have a zero-emission vehicle.

Zero
Emissions.

In 1969, Mercedes-Benz resumes
its systematic research into electric
drive technology with the OE 302
electric bus.

1971

In 1982, the first Mercedes-Benz
hybrid passenger car is produced,
in which the battery-powered
electric was supported by a
two-cylinder engine. Continuous
development followed.

1993
In 1993, diesel and four-valve
technology: a duo that scores with
plenty of torque and lower
consumption is created.

In 1971, the OG 305 is unveiled –
a bus that runs on natural gas,
significantly reducing CO2 emission

In 2006, Mercedes-Benz unveiled its
sensational innovation that stirs the
world’s innovation: piezo direct
injection for reduced fuel
consumption.

2009
In 2009, the first hybrid automobile
with Li-ion batteries is produced.
The Mercedes-Benz S 400 HYBRID
was a petrol luxury saloon with
7.9 L/100 Km fuel consumption and
a CO2 emission rate of 186 g/Km,
the best for a premium automobile
at the time. More than 20,000 S 400
HYBRIDS were sold around the
world, far outstripping any
competitors in its class.

In 2010, an Electric Drive with a fuel
cell or a combustion engine, bundled
with a high-performance hybrid
module: the F 800 Style by
Mercedes-Benz presents a platform
for a range of alternative drive
systems. Without compromising on
space, the new concept allows the
transportation of enough hydrogen
for up to 600 km. (370 miles) with
zero local emissions. Alternatively,
the F 800 can accommodate a
next-generation 200 kW -6 gasoline
direct-injection engine with an 80
kW hybrid module and lithium-ion
battery. The combination posts
emissions of just 68 grams per
kilometer (42 g/mi).

2011

In 2011, BlueTEC HYBRID –
a combination that signals a further
stage in the evolution of the diesel
drive. With the E 300 BlueTEC
HYBRID, due out at the end of 2011,
Mercedes-Benz is set to launch an
E-Class with a 150 kW four-cylinder
diesel which, backed by a 15 kW
electric motor, will get by on just 4.1
liters of fuel per 100 km. (57 mpg).
The BlueTEC exhaust treatment
system, meanwhile, will eliminate up
to 80 percent of nitrogen oxides in
the exhaust.

CO2
emissions rate of
186 g/Km
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Emission-free
Driving
2016 - Now
2013

2016

In 2013 – 2014, the new S-Class is
already lining up in the starting
blocks, ready to mark the debut of
an innovative plug-in hybrid drive
system. The S 500 Plug-in HYBRID
showcased at the 2009 Frankfurt
Motor Show already gave a taster of
what we can expect of a “three-liter
luxury-class car”: an S-Class with
a 44 kW hybrid module featuring
a rechargeable lithium-ion battery
that can be plugged into an electric
power point to give a range of 30
km. (over 18 miles).

Concept EQ – Mobility revisited

Electric mobility: Mercedes-Benz flips the switch

EQ: Clear orientation for customers.
The EQ portfolio will encompass all future battery-electric cars as well as the
associated products and services from Mercedes-Benz. In this way, the inventor
of the motorcar is providing a simple and transparent means of orientation for
customers within its ever expanding portfolio. The EQ brand is therefore the next
logical step in the sales and marketing strategy “Best Customer Experience”.
Mercedes-Benz already offers a suitable charging infrastructure for electric cars,
including a wallbox as a fast-charging station for the home, the free app “Charge&Pay”
for convenient recharging at public charging stations as well as – for home-owners
and businesses – stationary energy storage units for power generated
by photovoltaic or solar systems. All these products and services will in the future
be bundled under EQ. In this way, Mercedes-Benz is creating a consistent and
clear image for sustainable products and services with the star.

EQ: The new brand for electric mobility.

Design with new electro-look.

At the Paris Motor Show, Mercedes-Benz unveiled its new product brand for
electric mobility: EQ. The name EQ stands for “Electric Intelligence” and is
derived from the Mercedes-Benz brand values of “Emotion and Intelligence”.
The new brand encompasses all key aspects for customer-focused electric
mobility and extends beyond the vehicle itself. EQ offers a comprehensive
electric mobility ecosystem of products, services, technologies and innovations.
The spectrum ranges from electric vehicles to wallboxes and charging services
to home energy storage units.

“Concept EQ is hot and cool,” says Gorden Wagener, Head of Design at Daimler
AG. “Its fascination lies in a reinterpretation of our design philosophy of sensual
purity, the aim being to create an avant-garde, contemporary and distinctive
electro-look. At the same time, the design of the visionary show car, which has
been reduced to the essentials, reveals an alluring progressivity.” The monolithic
basic form of “Concept EQ” unites the genes of an SUV with the dynamic
character of a coupé and a dash of shooting brake at the rear end.

The new brand is heralded by the close-to-production concept vehicle “Concept EQ”,
which celebrated its world premiere in Paris. The first series-produced EQ model
will be launched in the SUV segment before the end of this decade.

The monolithic basic form of “Concept EQ”
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Accident-free
Driving

2 Accident-free Driving
.

Mercedes-Benz is the pioneer of automotive safety. No other car manufacturer carries out such intensive research in this
field and has brought so many crucial innovations onto the market. Ever since the invention of the motor car in 1886
Mercedes-Benz, together with its precursor brands, has been instrumental in the development of active and passive safety,
setting one new benchmark after another in the process.

1900

1920

1930

1940

1950

1900

1921

1931

1941

1952

1958

In 1900, Wilhelm Maybach develops
the Mercedes 35 HP as a vehicle
with exemplary road safety.
Contributing factors are the long
wheelbase, low centre of gravity,
the engine bolted to the frame and
the wide track.

In 1921, the Mercedes 28/95 HP is
equipped with front-wheel brakes.
The other passenger car models
from DMG (Daimler Motoren
Gesellschaft) and Benz & Cie. follow
suit in 1923/24.

In 1931, the Mercedes-Benz 170
(W 15) is the first series production
automobile with hydraulic braking
system and independent front and
rear suspension with swing axles.

In 1941, patent No. 742 977 of
23 February 1941 for the platform
frame developed by Béla Barényi.

In 1952, patent No. 854 157 of
28 February 1952 for the safety
body with rigid passenger cell and
crumple zones. Implemented in
series production in the
Mercedes-Benz W 111 model series
in 1959.

In 1958, patent No. 1 089 664 of
2 July 1958 for the wedge-pin door
lock. Market launch as standard
equipment in the "Fintail" models
in 1959.

Front-wheel
Brakes

1945

1954

In 1945, Béla Barényi develops the
vehicle studies "Concadoro" and
"Terracruiser" in this and the
following years. Both studies are
among the most important works
leading up to the safety body with
cell construction.

In 1954, single-joint pendulum axle
with low pivot point in the
Mercedes-Benz 220 a from the
W 180 model series

1959
In 1959, start of systematic crash
testing and the use of dummies.
Debut of the Mercedes-Benz W 111
model series ("Fintail") with safety
body, softened interior and
wedge-pin door lock.

1949
In 1949, patent No. 827 905 of
23 April 1949 for the conical-pin
safety door lock.
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Accident-free
Driving
1960

1970

1961

1971

In 1961, gradual introduction of
disc brakes and dual-circuit braking
system in the passenger car range.

In 1971, an entire package of active
and passive safety measures
premieres in the Mercedes-Benz SL
of the 107 model series:
collision-safe fuel tank above the
rear axle, thickly padded instrument
panel, deformable or recessed
switches and levers, four-spoke
safety steering wheel with impact
absorber and wide padded boss,
newly developed wind deflector
profiles on the A-pillars, large tail
lamps with ribbed surface profile for
extensive resistance to soiling.

Introduction of
Disc Brakes

1966
In 1966, Hans Scherenberg and
Béla Barényi draft the classification
into active and passive safety that
will remain valid until the
introduction of PRE-SAFE®.

1980

1990

1978

1981

1995

1997

In 1978, the second generation of
the ABS anti-lock braking system
debuts in the S-Class of the W 116
model series. Mercedes-Benz
presented a first version not yet
ready for series production as early
as 1970. Starting in 1980 ABS is
present in all model series.

In 1981, the world's first driver
airbag in the S-Class. Mercedes-Benz
has been engaged since 1968 in
research into this supplementary
restraint system. Starting in 1982
the driver airbag is available in all
model series, the passenger airbag
follows in 1987, the side airbag
in 1995.

In 1995, rain sensor and xenon lights
in the Mercedes-Benz E-Class of the
210 model series along with series
introduction of the Electronic
Stability Program ESP® in the S-Class
Coupé of the 140 model series.

In 1997, the sandwich floor of the
W 168 model series A-Class causes
the engine to glide under the passenger
cell in a front-end collision.

First Airbag

1982

1996

1998
In 1998, the windowbag premieres
as an optional extra in the
Mercedes-Benz S-Class.

In 1996, Mercedes-Benz introduces
the world's first BAS Brake Assist
system into series production.

In 1982, multi-link rear suspension
in the Mercedes-Benz 190 (W 201).

1967

1979

In 1967, safety steering system with
telescopic steering column and
impact absorber across the entire
Mercedes-Benz passenger car range.

In 1979, the Mercedes-Benz S-Class
of the W 126 model series takes
account of asymmetric frontal
collisions with a forked-member
structure of the front end.

1976
In 1976, the "safety steering shaft
for motor vehicles" patented by
Béla Barényi in 1963 debuts in the
Mercedes-Benz W 123 model series
designed as a collapsible steering
column.

1989

1999

In 1989, the new SL Roadster
models (R 129) make their debut
with a belt system integrated into
the seats, plus a rollover bar that
pops up automatically if the vehicle
appears to be on the verge of
overturning.

In 1999, premiere of DISTRONIC
proximity control and the debut of
ABC (Active Body Control) active
suspension in the CL coupé of
the C 215 model series. Bi-xenon
headlamps has become a standard
equipment in the CL coupé of the
215 model series.
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Accident-free
Driving
2000

2010

2001

2005

2009

2010

2014

In 2001, head/thorax side airbags in
the SL Roadsters from Mercedes-Benz.

In 2005, the Integral Safety Concept
of Mercedes-Benz combines the
various systems of active and
passive safety. Mercedes-Benz also
introduces various safety systems in
the S-Class of the W 211 model
series, for example, DISTRONIC
PLUS, Brake Assist BAS PLUS and
Night View Assist.

In 2009, premiere of ATTENTION
ASSIST in the Mercedes-Benz
E-Class of the 212 model series.
Crosswind stabilisation debuts in the
revised Mercedes-Benz S-Class of
the 221 model series as an
additional function of Active Body
Control (ABC). The torque vectoring
brake also premieres in series
production.

In 2010, world premiere of Active
Blind Spot Assist and Active Lane
Keeping Assist in the CL (C 216)
and S-Class (W 221).

In 2014, the QR code sticker, which gives the emergency services direct access
to a vehicle-specific rescue card becomes available as a retrofit option for older
Mercedes-Benz models as well. The enhanced assistance system COLLISION
PREVENTION ASSIST PLUS system is introduced in the compact class model
family. This extends the functionality of COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST by
the addition of autonomous braking to reduce the risk of rear-end collisions.

2002
In 2002, PRE-SAFE® preventive
occupant protection system in the
Mercedes Benz S-Class, subsequently
gradually introduced in the other
model series.

2003
In 2003, active light function with
bi-xenon headlamps (E-Class 211
model series).

2006
In 2006, the Intelligent Light System
ensures perfect light distribution on
the road in line with the driving
situation (in the E-Class of the 211
model series). Premiere of the
PRE-SAFE® brake as an optional
extra in the CL coupé of the 216
model series.

2007
In 2007, premiere of Blind Spot
Assist as an optional extra in the
S-Class and CL.

2011
In 2011, introduction of the
radar-based assistance system
COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST in
the B-Class (as standard).

2013
In 2013, new assistance systems
and systems with several new key
functions (DISTRONIC PLUS with
Steering Assist and Stop&Go Pilot,
BAS PLUS with Cross-Traffic Assist,
Active Lane Keeping Assist, Adaptive
Highbeam Assist Plus, Night View
Assist Plus, ATTENTION ASSIST) in
the S-Class. New PRE-SAFE®
functions (PRE-SAFE® Brake,
PRE-SAFE® PLUS, PRE-SAFE®
Impulse), improved protection in the
rear compartment (seat belt buckle
extender, belt bag). Mercedes-Benz
puts Car-to-X communication on
the road.
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Active Safety

Accident-free
Driving

Mercedes-Benz engineers use the results from the company’s in-house accident
research, which delivers important findings. Several combined validation methods
guarantee that all systems function reliably at any critical moment. Company
philosophy insists on validation to go considerably farther than required by
regulatory standards. When it comes to passive safety, Mercedes-Benz internal
crash test requirements go well beyond meeting public crash test standards.
The combination of computer simulations and real-life crash tests ensures
passive safety to Mercedes-Benz standards. Mercedes-Benz also makes use of
state-of-the-art, networked test methods when it comes to active safety.
Drive simulator tests combined with simulation procedures deliver a faster and
more reliable development process and complement test drives under real-life
conditions.
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Engine an
Transmissio

3 Engine and Transmission Technology
.

1880

1910

1930

1950

1970

1886

1911

1936

1951

1958

1978

In 1886, Carl Benz applies for a patent
for what is arguably the most famous
three-wheeler in history. Its
single-cylinder four-stroke engine
with displacement of just 0.954
liters may be no match for the
ubiquitous horse-drawn carriages,
but this vehicle is nonetheless ahead
of its time – as Bertha Benz
resoundingly proves on her
long-distance drive from Mannheim
to Pforzheim and back in 1888. In
the absence of filling stations, fuel
has to be purchased from the
pharmacy.

In 1911, a Leap In Efficiency in
automotive history is achieved by the
Type 8/18 hp spawned by a design
competition run by the Benz
company. The word “downsizing” has
not yet entered the vocabulary, but
the new four-cylinder with
displacement reduced by almost 40
percent boasts output on a par with
the 18 hp gasoline model of 1905.
That makes the Type 8/18 hp more
economical and puts it in a far more
favorable tax band, since the luxury
tax introduced in 1906 is calculated
on the basis of engine capacity.

In 1936, a Milestone in diesel engine
history comes in the form of the
Mercedes-Benz 260 D. Bearing the
internal code-name W 138, it marks
the first volume-built diesel
passenger car. At the Berlin Motor
Show it proves a crowd-puller –
and for good reason. This vehicle
with displacement of approximately
2.6 liters gets by on around 30
percent less fuel than its gasoline
counterpart.

In 1951, economical and robust
were the hallmark attributes of the
legendary Unimog agricultural
vehicle developed by former
Daimler-Benz engineers. It was
powered by the 1.7-liter diesel
engine from the 170 D.

In 1958, INJECTION TECHNOLOGY in
place of a carburetor is the idea
behind the raised engine of the 220
SE, a six-cylinder boasting
mechanical port injection. However,
the resulting boost in output of
around seen kilowatts and slightly
lower fuel consumption compared to
the carburetor model brings with it
a price hike of 1,900 deutschmarks.

In 1978, the 300 SD is the world’s
first production car with a turbo
diesel engine. The 86 kW model is
only available in the USA.

1980
1954
In 1954, in the early 50s,
Mercedes-Benz takes this aircraft
engine technology and develops it to
production readiness for cars as
well. The 300 SL unveiled is the
carmaker’s first production model to
feature a four-stroke engine and
gasoline direct injection. Despite its
relatively small displacement of
three liters, this elegant
gullwing-door model delivers 159 kW
coupled with moderate
consumption.

In 1980, Mercedes-Benz launches its
first gasoline-injection four-cylinder
onto the market.

1959
In 1959, the Winner of an efficiency
contest in the U.S., the 190 D is
powered by a 37 kW four-cylinder
diesel engine. Not only did the car
master the 5,122-mile stretch with
flying colors, its fuel costs averaged
a mere six-tenths of a U.S. cent per
mile.
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Emission-free
Accident-free
Driving
Engine Development
Moreover, Mercedes-Benz has been developing and producing high-quality
automatic transmissions featuring outstanding ease of shifting, optimum energy
efficiency and dependable durability since 1961. To date, a total of around 22 million
automatic passenger car transmissions have left the manufacturing plant at
Stuttgart-Hedelfingen, close to the Group's headquarters in Stuttgart-Untertürkheim.
The world's first nine-speed automatic transmission for premium vehicles with
rear-wheel, all-wheel, hybrid or plug-in hybrid drive impresses with its excellently
smooth operation and scarcely perceptible gearshifts, which has a particularly
beneficial effect on efficiency and noise levels. At its launch, the 9G-TRONIC was
initially available in the E 350 BlueTEC. The GLE Coupé (C 292) was the first
model series to be equipped from the outset with this innovative automatic
transmission. All new E-Class drive variations available at market launch are
now equipped as standard with the new 9G-TRONIC nine-speed automatic
transmission. In the coming years, the 9G-TRONIC will be used in almost all model
series with a longitudinally mounted engine.
Since the first Mercedes-Benz automobile in 1886, Mercedes-Benz has stood for
important automotive innovations. Mercedes-Benz applies for nearly 2,000 patents
per year, making the brand the European leader among premium car makers.
The Mercedes-Benz premium brand offers loyal customers a wide product
portfolio - from compact to luxury vehicles - and the variety continues to grow
until today.
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Strategy& Goal
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Mercedes-Benz
The Mercedes-Benz Cars range covers every passenger car segment: from urban compact cars to the
exclusive product range by Mercedes-Benz and Mercedes-Maybach, to the performance and sports
cars by Mercedes-AMG. With Mercedes-EQ, Mercedes-Benz Cars is driving forward the systematic
development of alternative drives: the aim is to electrify the entire portfolio.
The company will offer a range of electrified models in each segment, including 48-volt models, a wide
choice of plug-in hybrids, and all-electric vehicles with battery. In this way, the Cars division of
Mercedes-Benz AG ensures individual mobility for a vast spectrum of customer needs. The company
aims to build the world’s most desirable cars.

Mercedes-Benz

Mercedes-Maybach

Mercedes-EQ
“First Move the World” – that is the Purpose of Mercedes-Benz Cars. It is the deeper meaning behind our
work, it is what drives us, our “reason why”.

Mercedes-AMG

“First Move the World” means pursuing more than what is immediately achievable. This pioneering spirit is
part of our DNA. In times of change, it gives us a direction for our all-embracing and sustainable business
strategy, and for our decisions. It gave rise to, for example, Ambition 2039 – our road to sustainable mobility.
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Passenger Cars
The Mercedes-Benz Cars range covers every passenger car segment: such as urban compact cars,
versatile SUVs, desirable dream cars and luxury sedans. Moreover, Mercedes-Benz Cars is driving
forward the systematic development of alternative drives: the aim is to electrify the entire portfolio.
In this way, the Cars division of Mercedes-Benz AG ensures individual mobility for a vast spectrum
of customer needs. The company aims to build the world’s most desirable cars.

Compact

Sedan

Coupé

Luxury Sedan

SUVs
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Mercedes-AMG

Mercedes-AMG performance vehicles combine the best of Mercedes-Benz premium
refinement, with unrivalled performance dynamics. Our range includes all body styles from
Coupés and SUVs, to Roadsters and Cabriolets. Power, delivery, handling and sound –
these are the elements that make up the unique AMG motoring experience
Supreme performance does not come about by chance. It arises when engineering
prowess is coupled with that very special attitude that is the spirit of AMG. We believe
that you need to keep pushing up against the boundaries in order to reach new goals.
We accept nothing as given. It is people who create frontiers, and it is people who can
overcome them. We apply this principle to conjure up automotive performance for
motorsport – and for the road. We call this “Driving Performance”..
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Mercedes-EQ
The future is electric and intelligent. Intelligent electric mobility this is what the new
Mercedes-Benz EQ product brand
stands for. An attractive design,
exceptional driving fun, high levels
of suitability for everyday use and
maximum safety are further attributes. EQ represents the two
Mercedes-Benz brand values of
“emotion and intelligence”
and comprises all significant
aspects of customer-oriented
electric mobility.

The product range of EQ will comprise all future battery-electric
powered vehicles as well as the
associated products and services
from Mercedes-Benz.
With it, the inventor of the automobile creates easy and transparent
orientationfor the customers in its
constantly expanding model range.
This makes the EQ brand the next
logical step in the "Best Customer
Experience" sales and marketing
strategy.

For Mercedes-Benz, EQ means the
dawn of a new age of mobility uncompromising and highly ambitious. This is only the first step on
the way to a sustainable and
inspiring future.
The brand's flagship is the new
EQS, the first fully electric luxury
sedan from Mercedes-EQ. As the
first model, the EQS is also based
on the modular architecture for
electric vehicles in the luxury and
upper class.
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Mercedes-Maybach
Mercedes-Maybach pairs Mercedes-Benz
innovation with Maybach’s unique brand of luxury.
Here, performance is paired with exclusivity.
Traditional craftsmanship with cutting-edge digital
technologies.
Mercedes-Maybach redefines what luxury means in
our time: the utmost grace and maximum
comfort, attention to detail, the aura of grandeur.
Welcome to the world of Mercedes-Maybach.
Mercedes-Maybach brings together traditional
craftsmanship, the highest standards and modern
innovations. Maybach has been known for its
top-notch comfort, innovative engineering and
individual luxury for nigh on a century.
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Mercedes-Benz Vans
Mercedes-Benz Vans is a global full-line supplier of vans
and related services – the product range in the commercial
segment includes the Sprinter van and the midsize van Vito.
Mercedes-Benz Vans is represented in the private segment
with the V-Class MPV. Mercedes-Benz Vans underlines how
it is driving forward the development of alternative drives.
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Connected Services
The upgrade for your Mercedes.
Connected at any time and from
anywhere with your vehicle – with
Mercedes me connect, you open up a
world of digital services that
connects you with your
Mercedes-Benz at all times, making
your everyday life that little bit
easier.
Practical and versatile functions that
let you get even more out of your
Mercedes. Digitally enrich the
experience with your Mercedes and
use your smartphone to operate
vehicle functions and adjust your
settings on site or remotely.
Did I really lock the car? And how far
can I go with what’s left in the tank?
Mercedes me connect is able to
answer such questions in seconds. It
networks customers with their
vehicle – and the vehicle with
everything that is important to
customers. In the car, safety is
guaranteed by the accident, maintenance and breakdown management
systems, as well as the
Mercedes-Benz emergency call
system and telediagnosis. "Live
Traffic Information" provides traffic
information in real time.

There are also optional additional
services. Upon request, for example,
the door can be locked remotely, the
air-conditioning activated – or the
vehicle located. Anyone who wants,
can have their Mercedes-Benz
located via GPS, for example in an
unknown city. Anyone who does not
want this, can deactivate the service
at any time. Because the security of
the data is just as important at
Mercedes-Benz as the safety of all
road users.
For Mercedes-Benz, connectivity
means much more than Internet in
the car. Even those who are not
sitting behind the steering wheel can
network with their vehicle and much
more. Further, connectivity in the car
is paving the road and serve as a
base to enable the other pillars of
transformation that the automotive
industry is undergoing at the
moment, namely Electric driving,
Shared Services and Autonomous
Driving.
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Customers Services
Mercedes-Benz (Thailand) Limited
stands firmly by our principals to
please every single customer with
all kinds of after-sales products
and services that are
satisfaction-guaranteed. With the
highest global standard, the
company has earned an
indisputable reputation as the
world’s best automotive company.

To continue our legacy, our company implements and practices the following:
• Expand networks with comprehensive services through authorized dealers that
are qualified to meet the company’s global standard with 39 dealers nationwide.
• Take good care of all customers and be able to answer and provide solutions to
all concerns with professional skills.
• Ensure that every cars will be insured with impeccable services according to
terms and conditions with accuracy.
• Encourage staff and distributors to work with high efficiency and enthusiasm.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
Yaowawit School, located in Pang-nga, the Southern Part of Thailand, was
co-established by Mercedes-Benz Thailand to support the children whose
families were the Tsunami victims since 2004 with the funding support by
German Organization which Mercedes-Benz Thailand has been one of the main
supporters continuously for more than 10 years to improve the school and
underprivileged children permanently.
Mercedes-Benz Thailand has continued our contribution annually to Yaowawit
School for their development every year. Our ongoing support for the school has
today extended beyond money and donation, expanding to the education and
other activities that provide valuable life experiences and equip the children with
life skills to emerge from poverty and enjoy better opportunities. We create the
CSR platform by supporting the educational program, needed equipment including recreation activities such as football field, playground, and etc.
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Charge to Change
“Charge to Change” is a project created by Mercedes-Benz (Thailand) to initiate
a new movement that we believe "charging can help make the world better."
The main goal is to encourage plug-in hybrid users of all brands to take part in
reducing the amount of PM 2.5 simply through daily charging and using the right
driving mode. This year we would like to spread the message throughout Thailand.

Charge to Change Thailand
Saving the world from wherever you are.

At the same time, we aim to make our country the clean mobility hub of Southeast
Asia in order to help create a sustainable future for everyone..
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Establishment
& Milestones
As the world most prominent, longstanding automobile manufacturer, Daimler
AG made history in Thailand, when on December 19th, 1904, one of its
Mercedes-Benz automobile became the first to be appointed to Royal Household
in the reign of King Chulalongkorn (Rama V). From that date, up to present,
Mercedes-Benz automobile have continued to be popular with the Royal Household
and also with a whole cross-section of Thai populace. Over the same period,
many Mercedes-Benz commercial vans, trucks and buses have provided the
means of transporting large number of people and various types of goods
throughout the Kingdom, often under difficult circumstances, contributing in
great measure to the nation’s development and economic growth.
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The Legendary Star in Siam

Nearly every type produced by Mercedes-Benz found its way to Thailand. Along
with models that are more ordinary, even the most coveted types are included,
for example, the supercharged models of the 1930s, the postwar Types 300 and
220, including rare convertible versions of both, the 300 SL sport cars in coupe
form, and so on. Because of Mercedes-Benz’ rich history in Thailand, the firm has
naturally had a close relationship with the country. Import demand is strong.
Furthermore, several Mercedes-Benz models assembled in Thailand today.
Each example must meet the marque’s strict quality standard. In the contested
segments, Mercedes-Benz enjoys a strong market share of more than 30 percent
in Thailand.

By the Grace of His Majesty

In 1863, King Rama IV ordered the
construction of the first modern
paved road in Bangkok. The road
was created specifically for carriages
and rickshaws. Later, King Rama V
ordered the construction of more
road. The King had a keen interest
in automobiles. In 1904, Prince
Ratchaburi Direkrit went to Paris to
receive therapy, and during his visit,
he ordered a German company in
Paris to assemble an automobile.
The automobile was a Mercedes,
considered the top automobile at
the time. The order entry for the
Mercedes in this case, dated 19
December 1904, recorded the
Siamese ambassador in Paris as the
purchaser. The finished automobile
was to be delivered to the King of
Siam. It was a 28 hp. model with
4-cylinder 35 horsepower engine,
chassis number 2397 and engine
number 4290.
The King Rama V liked his automobile
very much, for its convenience and
speed, which was faster than the

royal carriage. When free of royal
duties, he would often visit places
with this automobile. The automobile
became popular with the royal
household that the King saw the
inadequacy of having only one
automobile and decided to acquire
another. The new automobile was a
red 1905, 4-cylinder Mercedes 28
hp. with top speed of 73 kph which
was very fast.
After the use of automobiles had
become widespread among the
royal family and wealthy citizens,
King Rama V thought it was the
right time to have a celebration.

He set 7 October 1905 as the date
for the first automobile rally in the
capital. In 1908, the year of King
Rama V’s 56th birthday, the King
ordered 10 additional automobiles
from France as gifts to members of
the royal family and high-ranking
civil servants for use on state
business.

The First

automobile rally
in the capital.
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Modernity on Every Road

Mercedes-Benz’s Shining Marque
B. Grimm & Co. was the sole distributor
for Mercedes-Benz from the early
1900s until 1962. Some of the cars
used by Mr. Adolf Link, Managing
Partner of B. Grimm and grandfather
of the current Managing Partner,
in the 1920s are still in use, as are
many of the cars sold by B. Grimm
during the following decades.
B. Grimm also supplied the armed
forces and many government branches
with utility vehicles to fulfill their
various duties.
In 1941, Thonburi Phanich Company
Limited was founded. The company
imported high quality products from
Europe and America including top
German automobiles by
Mercedes-Benz. The early
Mercedes-Benz imports were trucks
for military or cargo use. Thus, Thai
people became familiar with
Mercedes-Benz trucks and buses.

When more roads had been built in Bangkok, the automobile became the
vehicle of convenience. The number of all types of automobiles – private
cars and public buses – on the roads increased steadily. With increasing
automobile usage, many foreign companies opened their businesses in
Bangkok. It was the time when new signs announcing automobile dealerships went up in front of shops almost weekly in the capital city. New and
secondhand automobiles were imported from France, Germany, and USA.
A survey in 1931 showed 3,222 registered automobiles in the country.

When the commercial vehicle market
was well acquainted with the marque,
Thonburi Phanich sought to expand
the passenger vehicle market since
Mercedes-Benz passenger vehicle
were not yet sold in Thailand.
The company made direct contact
with the German company for
authorization to be the first official
Mercedes-Benz dealer in Thailand.
The first passenger automobile that
Thonburi Phanich imported was the
170 V. The first 4 cars were put on
display at the company showroom.
Thonburi Phanich’s sales and
workforce has grown many times as
Thai people have come to know and
trust the quality of Mercedes-Benz
truck and passenger vehicles.
Later, the Thonburi Automotive
Assembly Plant Company Limited
has been established to assemble
trucks in the Yotse area, before
expanding to Lumphini. Thonburi’s

groups marketing and manufacturing
businesses became well known
for their high quality and superior
services. More showroom were
opened by new Mercedes-Benz
dealers.
In 1979, a new car and truck assembly
plant has been established in
Samutprakan. The Lumphini plant
was wholly turned into a spare
parts department. The showroom
and headquarter remained on
Ratchadamnoen Klang.

B.Grimm & Co.
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Staking

the Mercedes-Benz Name in Thailand
Because of the development potential of the Thai automotive industry,
DaimlerChrysler (Thailand) Company Limited was set up in 1998.
The company was renamed Mercedes-Benz (Thailand) Co., Ltd. in 2007.
The company’s businesses comprise automobile imports, automobile
assembly, distribution of mass transport vehicles and commercial vehicles
carrying the Mercedes-Benz, Chrysler and Jeep logos. Full after-sales
services are also provided. The company is determined to stay at the top as
the manufacturer of uniquely designed luxury automobiles and provider
of services that guarantee the greatest customer satisfaction.
The three-pointed star has shone on the roads of Thailand for well over
100 years.Mercedes-Benz automobiles have for long been admired as the
leading quality automobiles that have carried Thais safely to their
destinations. Nowadays, more than 100,000 elegant Mercedes-Benz
automobiles serve the country’s people. Mercedes-Benz will move forward
increasingly and will always truly be the top luxury automobile in Thailand.

DaimlerChrysler (Thailand) Company Limited

was set up in 1998
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Assembly & Production
•To answer all customers’
demands and satisfy our own
unceasing enthusiasm for
improvement,Mercedes-Benz
(Thailand) Limited has
continually developed
state-of-the-art technology to
maintain our position as the
front-runner in the automotive
industry. Every new model of
Mercedes-Benz vehicles has
featured groundbreaking
innovations that give proof to the
company’s commitment for
cutting-edge technologies, and
modern processes in production.
•Our worldwide assembly
network takes advantage of local
expertise and the logistical
advantages of domestic assembly, while rigorously maintaining
the global standards that define
a true Mercedes-Benz vehicle.
Our local assembly industries
providejobs and economic development, while our uncompromising standards assure the customers German-level quality and
excellence that is promised by
Mercedes-Benz.

All according to the slogan of our
network:
“We trust in People, Network and
handcrafted Production.”
•During the ramp-up of every car
in all classes, every part has been
systematically passed by our
German engineers from the
parent plants of the company,
directly in Thailand.
This ensures efficiency and
accuracy for every further vehicle
produced. At the end of the
assembly line, according to the
German quality processes the
staff meticulously check all parts
with the most modern test
equipment to guarantee that all
vehicles meet the highest
standards of Mercedes-Benz.
•Since 2013 we promote the
introduction of new hybrid technologies to reduce emissions and
support the government policies
on this aim. According to this, we
empower all engineers and
manufacturing employees with
knowledge about innovative
technologies. Currently we are
producing four models with Full
Plug - In Hybrid drive.
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After-sales Service
& Genuine Parts

Customer Contact Center (CCC)
Customer Contact Center (CCC) has started operating since August 2016 to enhance communication through various
channels both offline and online. Key objectives are to support the growing in numbers of valuable customer in order
to communicate with them more effectively with the ultimate goal to create the best customer experience.
Customers can contact CCC at 1250 during business hours Monday - Saturday 08.00 am. – 07.00 pm.

Maximum Satisfaction is the Best KPI
To provide maximum satisfaction,
Mercedes-Benz (Thailand) has
continuously improved both
sales and after-sales services
efficiency. We conduct regular
training courses with the aim to
educate our sales and after-sales

personnel throughout the
country.
In 2020, Mercedes-Benz Thailand
opened the new Mercedes-Benz
Training Center, located on
Bangna-Trad Road Kilometer 19.

This training center aims to
provide training courses for
Mercedes-Benz staff as well as
our authorized Mercedes-Benz
dealerships nationwide to create
standardized service to ensure
customer satisfaction
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After-sales Service
& Genuine Parts
“StriveForFive” program to improve Customer Satisfaction
At Mercedes-Benz, the secret of being the world’s best producer and
distributor in automobile is not just about making luxurious and stunning cars,
but also bringing smiles to all customers with special care and great service.
We believe that in order to form trust and strong bonds with all
Mercedes-Benz’s owners, the company must be able to deliver complete and
continual services to the customers.
The company participates the new approach of worldwide customer
satisfaction measurement “5 Star Rater” since 2019. 5 Star Rater is a short
centralized online survey and new approach to manage customer’s experience
after service which design to evaluate customer feedback with up-to-date
methodology. The results and feedbacks displayed in real-time which enable
dealers taking action immediately to solve the customer needs. In 2021, the 5
Star Rater has been developed to “StriveForFive” in order to enhance 5-Star
Rater survey awareness and uplift the morale & spirit in upholding the MB
service promise.

Genuine Parts
• Every one of our Mercedes-Benz Genuine Parts must earn its title. All parts must pass
exhaustive performance and quality guarantee maximum quality, verified safety, and true
longevity. For each of the Mercedes-Benz, Genuine Parts installed with two years warranty.
• Genuine Parts are available for the entire lifecycle of Mercedes-Benz automobile with
nationwide availability secured by Mercedes-Benz Genuine Parts can be delivered to the
customer within the same day in Bangkok area and the next day for the rest of Thailand.
• Mercedes-Benz Genuine Parts maintain automobile’s pristine running condition and
preserve its high reselling value.
• Remanufactured Parts (REMAN) and Star Parts are also alternative Genuine Parts for
customers with the assurance of Mercedes-Benz Standard quality and two years warranty.
• Moreover, Mercedes-Benz Thailand also offers "MB Service Plus" with the availability of
four different packages. This program allows our customers to enjoy the flexible maintenance
and extended warranty programs suited with their driving style with a maximum of 8 years
coverage ensuring the ultimate worry-free driving experience.
• Mercedes-Benz Thailand also focus on parts availability, the new Mercedes-Benz Parts
Distribution Center was opened on Bangna-Trad Road Kilometer 19, a strategic location that
provides access to land, air, and sea transport. This warehouse analyzes and stores spare parts
used for maintenance and general repairs and distribute to all dealers nationwide to ensure
part availability is ready to service customers.

Mercedes-Benz Genuine Parts fulfill a whole experience
of worry-free driving.
Every Mercedes-Benz automobile is assembled from thousands of precisely
engineered and meticulously integrated Genuine Parts. The assurance of
smooth, top performance and unique luxury experience of driving a
Mercedes-Benz automobile requires easy access to these genuine parts
throughout the lifetime of the car.
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Dealer Network
The success story of Mercedes-Benz in Thailand would not have been remarkably prominent without the
professional retail network. Thanks to our retail partners who have long-standing experience, thus in-depth
understanding of our customers, the three-pointed Star has long been elegantly staged over decades across
the country.
Having committed to the personalised, life-time customer experiences, we ensure the comprehensive network
coverage as well as dedicated retail network for each and every brands under Mercedes-Benz portfolio.
You could enjoy personalised Mercedes-Benz experiences at any of our 34 full-fledge authorised outlets.
For those who are looking for a dedicated outlet for service and maintenance, our Authorised Service Centres are
located in major urban communities both in Bangkok and outside.
Being empowered with digitalisation, each and every physical autohaus is seamlessly connected with the digital
store, to make sure that Mercedes-Benz stays at your service anytime, anywhere. Regardless of the chosen
channel of yours, our retail partner is and will always serve as your trustful ambassador to the best mobility experiences.
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